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capacity would occur (medium confidence). Compared to other socioeconomic factors the influence of climate 
on conflict is assessed as relatively weak (high confidence). Along long-term socioeconomic pathways that 
reduce non-climatic drivers, risk of violent conflict would decline (medium confidence). At higher global 
warming levels, impacts of weather and climate extremes, particularly drought, by increasing vulnerability 
will increasingly affect violent intrastate conflict (medium confidence). {7.3, 16.5, CCB MIGRATE, TSB7.4}    
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SSP1-1.9 - net zero by 2050
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SSP2-4.5 - current levels maintained 
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SSP3-7.0 - doubling current 
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SSP5-8.5 - doubling current 
emissions by 2050
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UN Secretary-General António Guterres

"A race we are losing, 
but a race we can win..."
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Climate science and 
computation



Weather 
Prediction by 

Numerical 
Process 

 
 by 

L.F.Richardson 
1922 

Image: Weather Forecasting Factory  
by Stephen Conlin, 1986.

Array + stencil!
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John von Neumann 
(with the stored-program computer at the 
Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton 1945)
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Jule Gregory Charney

late 1940s first numerical weather forecasts on the ENIAC



Thermal Equilibrium of the Atmosphere with a Given Distribution of Relative Humidity,  
Journal of the Atmosphere Sciences

“According to our estimate, a doubling of 
the CO2 content in the atmosphere has 
the effect of raising the temperature of 

the atmosphere by 2C”

Manabe & Wetherald (1967) (1969)
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Modern GCMs (Global Circulation Models)

Focus Article wires.wiley.com/climatechange

one-dimensionally, by latitude bands or ‘zones’ (as
in Arrhenius’ 1896 model). EBMs can also be two-
dimensional, with both zonal and longitudinal or
‘meridional’ energy flows. A second type of mathemat-
ical climate model, the radiative–convective model,
focuses on vertical transfers of energy in the atmo-
sphere. Such models typically simulate the atmo-
sphere’s temperature profile in either one dimension
(vertical) or two (vertical and meridional). When
Callendar revived the carbon dioxide theory of cli-
mate change in 1938 (following new, more sensitive
measurements that disproved Ångström’s argument),
he used a one-dimensional radiative model that
divided the atmosphere into twelve vertical layers.22 A
third type is the two-dimensional statistical–dynami-
cal model, employed primarily to study the circulatory
cells; in these models the dimensions are vertical and
meridional.23,24

These three categories of models play key roles in
climate science.25 The simplest of them can be worked
out by hand. As their complexity increases, however,
it becomes increasingly difficult to solve the systems
of equations involved without a computer.

GENERAL CIRCULATION MODELS
In the early 20th century Vilhelm Bjerknes showed
how to compute large-scale weather dynamics using
what are now known as the ‘primitive equations’
of motion and state.26,27 These equations include
Newton’s laws of motion, the hydrodynamic state

equation, mass conservation, and the thermodynamic
energy equation. Bjerknes’s mathematical model
described how mass, momentum, energy, and mois-
ture are conserved in interactions among individual
parcels of air. However, Bjerknes’ equations did not
have closed-form solutions, and numerical techniques
capable of approximate solutions did not yet exist.

During World War I, Richardson developed
a numerical forecasting method based on Bjerknes’
equations, using a finite-difference grid.9,28 Due to
an error in the input observations, Richardson’s only
test of the method led to a surface pressure pre-
diction 150 times larger than the actual observed
change. Further, his methods were not sophisticated
enough to keep numerical instabilities from building
up as he iterated the calculations. These problems led
meteorologists to abandon numerical modeling for
the next two decades.29 Better mathematical methods
for minimizing numerical instabilities in massively
iterative calculations emerged only after the advent of
digital computers, becoming a central preoccupation
of weather and climate modeling from the 1940s into
the present.

Immediately after World War II, weather pre-
diction was among the first major applications of
digital computers, heavily supported by both military
agencies and civilian weather services.30 Early exper-
iments with computerized numerical weather predic-
tion (NWP) followed Richardson’s lead in employing
Cartesian grids (Figure 2) and finite-difference meth-
ods, computing vertical and horizontal mass and
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic representation of the Cartesian grid structure used in finite-difference GCMs. Graphic by Courtney Ritz and Trevor Burnham.
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Fundamental dynamics (Navier-Stokes equations)

Expensive to compute!Conservation of momentum + mass for viscous fluid
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Increasing resolution over IPCC models

graphics from 4th IPCC report (2007)
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The world in global climate models
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FIGURE 3 | Processes incorporated in generations of GCMs from the mid-1970s. Acronyms refer to the four assessment reports (AR) of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), released in 1990 (FAR), 1995 (SAR), 2001 (TAR), and 2007 (AR4). (Reprinted with permission
from Ref 38. Copyright 2007 Cambridge University Press.)

The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory
The US Weather Bureau created a General Circula-
tion Research Section under the direction of Joseph
Smagorinsky in 1955. In 1955–1956, as lab oper-
ations commenced, Smagorinsky collaborated with
von Neumann, Phillips, and Jule Charney to develop
a 2-level baroclinic model.49 In 1959, Smagorinsky
invited Syukuro Manabe of the Tokyo NWP Group to
join the laboratory and assigned him to GCM devel-
opment. By 1965, Smagorinsky, Manabe, and their
collaborators had completed a 9-level, hemispheric
GCM using the full set of primitive equations.50,51

From then on, GFDL treated the primitive-equation
GCM as a conceptual framework that also drove work
on simpler models, such as the RCMs discussed above,
which they then used to improve the GCM’s handling
of physical processes. Strict attention to developing
physical theory and numerical methods before seek-
ing verisimilitude became a hallmark of the GFDL
modeling approach32 (Edwards interviews).

Smagorinsky foresaw the need to couple ocean
circulation models to atmospheric GCMs to achieve
realistic climate simulations. In 1961 he brought
ocean modeler Kirk Bryan to GFDL.52 The first
GFDL coupled model used a highly simplified 1-layer
‘swamp’ ocean. However, the oceans have their

132  2010 John Wi ley & Sons, L td. Volume 2, January/February 2011
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Approximations of subgrid processes

Hillman et al. 2020

Source of uncertainty in models

NASA / Wikimedia Commons
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Medium-long term work
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Figure 3. Dennard scaling tails off at the end of four decades of microprocessor miniaturization. From 42 Years of

Microprocessor Trend Data, courtesy Karl Rupp.

obtain in establishing a model’s predictive skill by running a suite of retrospective hindcasts.
Furthermore, the model studied in [47] has vastly less complexity (defined in [49] as the number
of distinct physical variables simulated by a model) than a typical workhorse model. It is clear
that the additional of detail, in resolution and complexity, to models cannot continue as before. A
fundamental rethinking of the decades-long climb up the Charney ladder is long overdue.

Just around the time the state of play in climate computing was reviewed in [38], the contours
of the revival of machine learning (ML) using artificial neural networks (ANNs) were beginning
to take shape. Deep learning (DL) using multiple neuronal layers were showing significant skill
in many domains. As noted in Section 1, ANNs existed alongside the physics-based models of
von Neumann and Charney for decades, but may have languished as the computing power and
parallelism were not available. The new processors emerging at the right of Fig. 3 in the twilight
of Dennard scaling, are ideally suited to ML: the typical DL computation consists of dense linear
algebra, scalable almost at will, able to reduce memory bandwidth at reduced precision without
loss of performance. Processors such as the Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) and most especially
the TPU (tensor processing unit) showed themselves capable of running a typical DL workload
at close to the theoretical maximum performance of the chip [50]. There are many challenges to
executing conventional equation-based arithmetic on these chips, not least of which is their low
precision, often as low as 3 digits, the same as for the manual arithmetic that limited Bjerknes,
see Section 2. While continuing to explore low-precision arithmetic (e.g [51]), we have begun to
explore ML itself in the arsenal of Earth system modeling. We turn now in Section 4 to an assess
the potential of ML to show us a way out of the current computing impasse.

4. Learning physics from data
The articles in this special issue form a wide spectrum representing the state of the art in the use
of ML in Earth system science, and we do not propose to offer a broad or comprehensive review.

Computers 
becoming 
bigger not 

faster

Scaling computation
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Data-driven subgrid models

Train on real data 
or high-resolution model

ANN or CNN model Explainability? 
Generalisability? 
Integration into GCM?
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Scaling collaboration: Deploy and train in  software 
engineering tools & techniques

Version control 
& public curators

Build systems 
& containers

Processes

Testing and verificationDebugging Profiling
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Society of Research Software Engineers

Structural and cultural/sociological change happening
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Scaling communication
i.e. programming



Models in the past...

F = G
m1m2

r2
Isaac Newton Robert Hooke

= maths! (equations in )ℝ

Models now...
= code (and lots of it)
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Solution strategy
ϕt

x =
ϕt−1

x +
αΔt
Δx2

(ϕt−1
x+1 + 2ϕt−1

x + ϕt−1
x−1)

Prediction calculation
1 tend = ... % end time
2 xmax = ... % length of material
3 dt = ... % time resolution
4 dx = ... % space resolution
5 alpha = ... % diffusion coefficient
6 nt = tend/dt % # of time steps
7 nx = xmax/dx % # of space steps
8 r = alpha*dt/dx^2 % constant in solution
9

10 real h(0,nx), % heat fun. (discretised
11 h_old(0, nx); % in space) at t and t-1
12

13 do t = 0, nt
14 h_old = h
15 do x = 1, nx - 1
16 h(i) = h_old(i) + r*(h_old(i-1))
17 - 2*h_old(i) + h_old(i+1)
18 end do
19 end do

30

Abstract model

∂ϕ
∂t

= α
∂2ϕ
∂x2

Example 1D heat equation
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Prediction calculationAbstract modelSolution strategy

Solution strategy Prediction calculationAbstract model
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Conflation of concerns

Code conflates & hides many aspects of the model
31
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Solution strategy Prediction calculationAbstract model

Gap in explanation….
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UNESCO 2021 Open Science recommendation
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8.  Access to scienti!c knowledge should be as open as possible. Access 
restrictions need to be proportionate and justi!ed. They are only justi!able on 
the basis of the protection of human rights, national security, con!dentiality, 
the right to privacy and respect for human subjects of study, legal process 
and public order, the protection of intellectual property rights, personal 
information, sacred and secret indigenous knowledge, and rare, threatened or 
endangered species. Some data or code that is not openly available, accessible 
and reusable may nonetheless be shared among speci!c users according to 
de!ned access criteria made by local, national or regional pertinent governing 
instances. In cases where data cannot be openly accessible, it is important to 
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But.. sharing code includes sharing bugs

35

+ assumptions

+ approximations
+ incidental decisions
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Partial solutions 
‣ Extra technical documentation 
‣ Clear systems design 
‣ High modularity

Open problem: separating and relating concerns

Could there be better support via a programming 
language tailored to science?

Solution strategy Prediction calculationAbstract model
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Roadmap

1. Computer science engagement 
with scientists 

2. New systems for abstraction and 
specification 

3. Evolutionary approach for 
languages

A computational science agenda for programming language
research

Dominic Orchard1, Andrew Rice2

1 Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge
dominic.orchard@cl.cam.ac.uk

2 Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge
andrew.rice@cl.cam.ac.uk

Abstract
Scientific models are often expressed as large and complicated programs. These programs
embody numerous assumptions made by the developer (e.g., for differential equations, the
discretization strategy and resolution). The complexity and pervasiveness of these assumptions
means that often the only true description of the model is the software itself. This has led various
researchers to call for scientists to publish their source code along with their papers. We argue
that this is unlikely to be beneficial since it is almost impossible to separate implementation
assumptions from the original scientific intent. Instead we advocate higher-level abstractions in
programming languages, coupled with lightweight verification techniques such as specification
and type systems. In this position paper, we suggest several novel techniques and outline an
evolutionary approach to applying these to existing and future models. One-dimensional heat
flow is used as an example throughout.

Keywords: computational science, modelling, programming, verification, reproducibility, abstractions,

type systems, language design

1 Introduction

With the increase in computer modelling in the sciences, programming languages are now
an important tool for expressing complex scientific theories. However, this use of computer
models has not changed the fundamental scientific method of hypothesis, prediction, experiment,
analysis, and reproduction [Var10]. Despite this immutability of the scientific method, computer
modelling has substantially increased the complexity of both prediction and reproduction. For
example, one might imagine the method applied to the question of one-dimensional heat flow:

1. Hypothesis A researcher argues that the change in heat within an object can be related
to time and space by a particular (second-order) differential equation.

Procedia Computer Science

Volume 29, 2014, Pages 713–727

ICCS 2014. 14th International Conference on Computational Science

Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Programme Committee of ICCS 2014
c© The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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doi: 10.1016/j.procs.2014.05.064 
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natural & physical sciences

computer science

yes 
pls!

verification?



natural & physical sciences

computer science

∀x.∃y.P(x)
→Q(y) yes 

pls!



natural & physical sciences

computer science Let’s bridge the chasm!

???

∀x.∃y.P(x)
→Q(y)



Lightweight verification tools for science

1   program energy 
2     != unit kg :: mass 
3     != unit m  :: height 
4     real :: mass = 3.00, gravity = 9.91, height = 4.20 
5     != unit kg m**2/s**2 :: potential_energy 
6     real :: potential_energy 
7    
8     potential_energy = mass * gravity * height  
9   end program energy

energy1.f90: Consistent. 4 variables checked.

$ camfort units-check energy1.f90

CamCamFortFort
https://camfort.github.io/
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• Units-of-measure verification


• Stencil computation shape verification


• Basic Hoare logic


• FP linting checks


• Performance checks


• Allocate/deallocate well bracketed

  != unit(m) :: d1, d2
  != unit(s) :: t
  real :: d1, d2, t, v
  v = (d1 + d2)/t

  do i = 2 to n-1  
     b(i) = a(i-1) - 2*a(i) + a(i+1)
  end do  
  b(1) = 1.5*b(2)
  b(N) = 1.5*b(N-1) Boundary preserves conservation 

∧
1 -2 1Σ = 0

CamCamFortFort
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  if a .eq. 0.0 then  
     ! . . .  
 

possible source 
of numerical instability

• Future work?

‣ Conservation analysis
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“I don't know what the language of the year 
2000 will look like, but I know it will be 
called Fortran.'' — Sir Tony Hoare (1982)

• Fortran’s evolution shows power of expressivity gains 
• But success of languages is inscrutable (ride a wave?)
• Recent breakout success:  Julia
• Big bet/opportunity for future climate modelling?
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climate science

computer science
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AI

Verification
Languages

Compilers

Science critical for survival of our species

SE
Let's bridge the 

chasm and 
together program 

for our future
44

Tools for the tool makers for 
decision making, understanding, 

forecasting, monitoring



Lookout for….
PROPL - Workshop on 
Programming for the 
Planet 
 
Hopefully at POPL’24!

Hiring 3-year postdoc soon…

https://plas4sci.github.io/

talk October 12th
https://topos.site/topos-colloquium/
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Resources https://www.carbonbrief.org/



“Any actor should understand their points of 
leverage[…] We each have to understand the 

opportunities presented by our place in the 
system and do our best to exploit them.”

“Still, our appreciation of the risks of climate 
change is limited by the way our academic 
institutions encourage each researcher to 

focus on their own narrow area of expertise.” 

https://iccs.cam.ac.uk 
@Cambridge_ICCS

Thanks


